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Abstract 
Krob, ID., Some examples of formal series used in non-commutative algebra, Theoretical Computer 
Science 79 (1991) 111-135. 
In this paper, we study the generalization of Hankel-like results for formal pseudo-differential 
operators, skew formal series and Malcev series. We show how to obtain good notions of Hankel 
Gzter&~arrts in the two first cases. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we try to survey different kinds of formal series used in non- 
commutative algebra foe which a natural notion of rationality can Se defined. We 
shall study whether “Hankel-like” results are possible to obtain for these series, i.e. 
if it is possible to characterize the rational (in our sense) formal series by using 
suited Hankel determinants or matrices. 
In most cases considered in the sequel, the set 9’ of formal series that we will 
study is a division ring. Then, a natural notion of rationality appears. Indeed, a 
series will be said to be rational if it belongs to the sub-division ring of 9’ generated 
by the corresponding polynomials. Thus, we will try to characterize these rational 
series by a Hankel matrix or determinant. 
In the first section, we recall classical results on the characterization by 
matrices of the rational series in Schiitzenberger’s sense over a commutative field. 
We recall also the classical notion of Hankel determinant in the usual sense for a 
formal series in one variable. 
The second section is devo to formal pseudo-differential operators. 
old results obtained in [ 12]. show how the notion of Hankel dete 
be extended to take account of this case. ere, the only new result is the introduction 
of a difIerentia1 ankel matrix which permits us to give the central characterization 
theorem of [12] in a compact form. 
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The third section is de\ ,;ed to skew formal series. Here, we present new results 
that have not yet been published. We show how to define a skew Hankel determinant 
and a skew Hankel matrix and how to characterize the rational series with these 
objects. 
Finally, the last section deals with Malcev-Neumann series. We prove here only 
negative results. Indeed, we show that two kinds of candidates for the notion of 
Hankel matrix do not suit. Observe that even in the simple case of the Malcev series 
over H”, a simple Hankel characterization of a rational series does not seem to exist. 
Thus, the problem of a good characterization of the rational Malcev series remains 
open. In particular, the case of the rational Malcev &es over a finitely generated 
free group is still open. 
1. I. Recalls 
An ordered group (G, S) is said to be archimedian if and only if 
Vg,e>lG,3nEN, e*Bg. 
The archimedian groups are exactly the additive subgroups of IR (see [2] or [lo]). 
The term skew $eld is just a synonym for “non-commutative division ring”. A 
Jield is always supposed to be commutative. 
in commutative algebra, it is always possible to consider the quotient field of an 
integral domain. This is unfortunately not the case anymore when we work with 
non-commutative rings. However, an integral domain A has a skew quotient field 
if the follciwing conditions which are called the (resp. left and right) Ore conditions 
are satisfied: 
(01) Va,bEA,h,vEA, va= ub and (Or) Va, b E A, 3u, v E A, bv = au. 
Observe tha+ these conditions say simply that every right quotient has an equivalent 
under the form of a left quotient and conversely. Under these hypotheses, we can 
consider the skew quotient field Q of A (see [7] for more details): 
Q = Frac(A) = {ab-‘, (a, b) E A x A*} = {d-k, (c, d) E A x A*}. 
Indeed, it is easy to see that t e two Ore conditions permit us to define a sum and 
a product on Q that give it a skew field structure. Observe that owing to the two 
Ore conditions, every element f of Q has at least two representations: 
f= a-‘b = cd-’ 
under the form of a right and of a left quotient. Let us notice also that the Ore 
conditions are not necessary in order that a ring embeds in a skew field. Indeed 
(see [15]), the group algebra K[ F(a, b)] of the free group with two generators over 
C4 f;Plft K &PC bL IA_._ 1= UVI” t satisfy the Ore conditions. owever it can be embedded into the 
-corresponding alcev series skew field. 
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2. Rational series 
2.1. Definitions 
Let A be an alphabet and let K be a field. Then, let us consider the K-algebra 
K((A*)) of the formal series in non-commute Yve variables over the alphabet A. Then, 
a series S of K((A*)) can be written under the form 
s= c (Slw)w 
wEA* 
where the notation (Sl w) denotes the coefficient of the series S on w. When the set 
of non-zero coefficients of a series SE K((A*)) is finite, we shall say that S is a 
polynomial. We shall denote by K(A) the set of the polynomials. We can equip 
K((A*)) with an operation called star which is defined for every series S whose 
constant coefficient (S[l) is 0 by: 
S*= y S”. 
n=O 
Thus, S* appears as the formal inverse of the series 1 - S. Then, the set of rational 
series (or of rational series in the sense of Schiitzenberger) is the smallest sub-K- 
algebra of K((A*)) containing the polynomials K(A) and stable by *. We shall 
denote their set by KRat(A). In other words, a series S is in KRat(A) if it can be 
obtained from the letters of A by using only a finite number of rational operations. 
2.2. Hankel matrix 
Definition 2.1 (see Rerstel and Reutenauer [I] or Fliess [9]). Let S be a formal 
series in K((A*)). Then, we call Hankel matrix associated with S, the infinite matrix 
H in &,*xA* (K) defined by 
Vu, v E A*, H( u, v) = (Sluv). 
Let us recall that the rank of an infinite matrix is the order of the greatest extracted 
determinant different from 0 if it exists and +OO if it does not exist. 
Theorem 2.2 (Carlyie and Paz [3], Fliess [9]). Let S be a series in K((A*): and let 
H be its Hankel matrix. Then, the two following assertions are equivalent: 
SeKRat(A) c rg(H)c+oo. 
. See [l] for instance. 0 
2.3. Rational series in one variable 
When the alphabet A has only one letter, we can express Theorem 2.2 in a more 
m using only determinants. Let us recall now the definition of t 
nkel determinants. 
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2.3 (Bourbaki ;2] or Chenciner [6]). Let us consider the series S in 
K Km 
S=y QiX’. 
i=O 
We associate with S the sequence (H ) f) k.rEN of its Hankel determinants which are 
defined by 
ak ak+l ” l ak+r 
H’,” = 
ak+l ak+2 l l ’ ak+r+l 
. . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
Qk+r ak+r+l l l ’ ak+2r 1 
The following characterization of the rational formal series in one variable is 
folklore. 
Let S in K [[ X]] and let us denote by ( H(kT’)krEN the sequence of the 
Hankel determinants associated with S. Then the following assertions a-e equivalent: 
(iii) 3ro~ N, Vr 2 r,, Vk 3 1 H(kr) = 0. 9 
roof. We refer the reader to [6] for instance. 0 
S. (1) Since K[[X]] is not a field, K(X) can not be embedded into 
K[[ X]]. This explains the form of the condition (ii) in the previous theorem. 
(2) When the alphabet A is reduced to one letter X, the free monoid A* can be 
identified with N. With this isomorphism, the relation between Hankel matrices and 
Hankel determinants i now obvious. Indeed, if we take the notations of Definition 
2.3, the Hankel matrix H of the series S is 
a, a, l - a, -9 
a, a2 l - 
ak ak+l ’ * l 
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3.1_ Formal diferentiai’ opera tars 
Let K be a field equipped with a formal derivation 6, .e. an endomorphism of 
K such that 
Wk, 1 E K, 15( kl) = S( k).l -t k.&lj. 
Then, we can define the ring S = K[X, S] of formal di#2 
It is the set of the polynomials in one variable X over 
1 polynomials over K. 
uipped with the law 
VkE K, X.k=k.X+S(k) (0 
Thus, any element P E S has two polynomial represent ns that are generally 
different: 
p= ; pJ’ = i x’qi. 
i=O i=O 
Nevertheless, we can speak of the degree of P and of eading coeficien t since 
we always have pd = q& But other classical notions like e constant coefficient for 
instance, are now forbidden. 
Example 3.1. In S, it can be ea%+r proved by induction az that 
VkEK,WnEN, X”.k= i C#‘wi(k)X’. 
i=O 
This “Leibnitz formula” permits easy computation 
of §. 
of the product of any elements 
Since S satisfies the Ore conditions, we can consider the skew quotient field 
Q = K(X, 6) of S. Every element R of Q can be written under one of the two 
following forms: 
R=AB--‘= C’D with A, B, C, DES 
Thus, a formal di$erential quotient is the left or right quotient of two formal 
cMerentia1 polynomials. Since S is not a comlnutative ring, the right quotient of 
two polynomials of S is generally different from the left quotient 06 the same 
polynomials. 
3.2. Formal pseudo-differcntia? operators 
en we work with r , it is often interesting to comkler them as 
articular formal series. so going to see that we can e into 
a skew field of a formal series. First, let us notice that if we want to define “difIerentia1 
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formal series”, we can not use the usual method. 
a sense to the following product for instance: 
.k, 
Indeed, it is not possible to give 
since if the usual operations on formal series were valid here, we would have by (2): 
( > 
y k,X’ .k = y i Cjsi-j(k)kjXj = +* y C#‘-‘(k)ki 
i=O i=O j=O XC 
Xi 
j-0 i=j > 
PUS, as can be seen, this leads to infinite accumulations of terms on each coefficient. 
Pience we must use a different method. This explains why Laurent series are to be 
introduced. More precisely, we define P = K[[X-‘, S]] to be the set of the formal 
Laurent series in X-‘. An element of P has then the following form: 
O= t OiX’ with d E Z. (3) 
iz-00 
It is easy to see that P has a natural structure of left K-vector space. Moreover, P 
is also equipped with a natural ultra-metric topology giving it a structure of topologi- 
cal K-vector space. If we want to equip P with a continuous product, we can verify 
that the natural extension of the product in S obliges to define: 
Vk E K, X-‘.k = y (-1)‘~IS’-‘(k)X-’ (4) 
i=l 
It can be easily seen that every element of P has two representations according as 
its coefficients are written on the left or on the right. Nevertheless, we can speak of 
the degree of an element w of P: it is the greatest index d such that md f 0 if clb is 
given by (3) for instance. With (4), it can be also proved by an easy induction that 
VkE K, X-“.k = y (-l)i-nC;:,‘S’-n(k)X-i. (5) 
i=n 
If the definition of a binomial coefficient is generalized to non-positive integers, a 
common form can be given to the two formulas (2) and (5). Observe that they 
permit us to compute the product of every series in P. 
eorem 3. . Let K be Q jield and let S be a derivation of K. Then P = K[[X-‘, S]] 
equipped with the sum and the product dejned above is a skew field that is called the 
skew field of the formal pseudo-differential operators. 
The proof of this result can be found in [I 11. However, let us notice that 
the only techn fficulty of this theorem consists in proving the associativity of 
is requires one to work with several cumbrous combina- 
torical identities. 0 
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Since K[[X-‘, S]] is a skew field, we have the following inclusions: 
K[X, S]c K(X, S)c K[[X_‘, S]]. 
Thus, it is natural to try to characterize the series in K [[X-l, S]] which are rational, 
i.e. which are in K (X, 6). This is the question we are going to answer in the remainder 
of this section. 
3.3. Differential Hankel determinants 
This sub-section is devoted to the introduction of a suited Hankel determinant 
that will permit us to give a characterization of the series of P which are in Q. 
Definition 3.3 (Krob [ 12)). Let M be an element in K[[X-‘, S]] of degree less than 
or equal to 1: 
M = il kiX-‘. 
We associate with M the sequence (H”‘) k kEN;,rE.N of determinants, called differential 
Hankel determinants and defined by the relation 
“0,k Wl,k ’ l l %,k 
Hy= ~O,_k--1 “‘:“-I ‘** ““_‘-I 
. . . 
. . . 
“O,k-r Wl,k-r ” ’ %,k--r 
where we have for every j a 0 and m s -1: 
Wj,m = i C$j-‘( a&. 
I=0 
. 
(*) 
Note that for 6 = 0, we obtain naturally the usual notion of Hankel determinant. 
The following result shows how the elements defined in (*) are inductively 
constructed. 
Proposition 3.4 (Krob [ 121). For every m s - 1 and every j z 1, we have 
Proof. It is immediate. Cl 
3.4. Characterization qf the elements of Q 
be in K[[X-‘, S]]. If we suppose that the coefficients mi are 
0 when i is great enough, we can always write 
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Then the following formal series N E K[[X-‘, S]] is said to be the negative part of 
M: 
N= i MiXi. 
i=-00 
Thus, every series in P is the sum of its negative part and of a differential polynomial. 
We can now give the following characterizations of the formal series in 
M[IX-‘, S]] which are rational, i.e. in Q. The proof of this result can be found in [ 121. 
Proposition 3.6 (Krob 1121). Let M be in K[[X-‘, S]], let N denote its negative part 
and let (ui,J be the elements associated with N by (*). Then, the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(i) ME K(X, 6), 
(ii) NE K(X, S), 
(iii) 77tere exist rE N and constarxs (ki)i,ro,,l E # not all equal to 0 such that 
Vks -1, i kiwi-k = 0. 
I=0 
Pn fact, the previous proposition said just that N is in Q iR there exists a polynomial 
P= i kiX’ES 
i=O 
such that P. N belongs to S The coefficients (ki)i=O,r which appeared in Proposition 
3.6 are derived from the above expression of R 
The fouowing theorem gives a “Hankel characterization” of the elements of P 
which are in Q. It appears as a generalization of Theorem 2.4. The reader may refer 
to [ 121 for its proof. 
Theorem 3.7 (Krob [ 121). Let M E K[[ X -I, S]], let N be its negative part and let 
(Ht’)AEN;,rcN be the sequence of the differential Hankel determinants associated with 
A! Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) ME K(X, S), 
{ii) NE K( X, a), 
(Iii) %&I, 3k,ENS,Vk~ k,, Hf)=O, 
(L) 3rEN, Vks-1, H',"=O. 
Proposition 3.6 immediately gives the proof of (i)+(iv) in Theorem 3.7. 
3.5. 3i$eren tial nkel matrix 
We are now going to introduce the notion of a differential Hankel matrix. It will 
albw us to rewrite Theore e same form as ‘Theorem 2.2. 
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efinition 3.8. Let M be a series in K [[X-l, S]] of degree s - 1. Then we call 
differential Hankel matrix associated with E4 the infinite matrix H in a&K) 
defined by 
Vk< -l,VraO, Hk,r=~r,k. 
In other words, H is the infinite matrix constructed like the determinants: 
%,-k @1,-k ’ ’ ’ @r/-k 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
With this definition, Theorem 3.7 can 
Theorem 3.9. Let M be in K [[ X-‘, S]], 
. . . 
. . . 
. 
. . . 
be rewritten as follc JVS. 
let N be its negative part and let H be the 
differential Hankel matrix associated with N. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent :
MEK(X,~) I NEK(X,S) e rg(H)<+ao. 
Proof. It is clear that the only equivalence to prove is: 
(i) NE K(X, 3) e (ii) rg(H)<+m. 
Proving (ii)*(i) is easy: indeed, if r denotes the _finite rank of the infinite matrix 
H, every determinant of order r+ 1 which is extracted from H is 0. A fortiori, every 
differential Hankel determinant of order r+ 1 will be equal to 0. ‘Thus, we conclude 
immediately by Theorem 3.7 that N is a fractional formal operator of Q. 
Conversely, let us suppose that N E K (X, 6). Then, Proposition 3.6 ensures the 
existence of an integer r and of constants (ki)i,lo,,l in K that are not all 0 such that 
Vks-1, i kiOi,k=Om 
i=O 
(1) 
It is obviously possible to suppose that k, # 0 and even that k, = 1. Thus, if H 
denotes the Hankel matrix associated with N, we can write according to its definition, 
Ifkc -1, i ki Hk,i = 0. (2) 
i=O 
For every iE N, let us denote by Hi the infinite vector which is the ith column of 
H. Then, the relation (2) just says that the vectors (H;)i,[o, r3 are linearly dependent. 
We shall now show that 
V&t(Hi, id+J) = Vect(Hi, iE [0, r- 11). 
To prove (3), we shall show by induction on s that 
VeCt( Hi, i E [0, S]) = VWt( 
(3) 
(4) 
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First, let us notice that relation (4) is true for s = r according to (2). Let us suppose 
now that (4) was proved at the rank S. Thus, there exist constants (m,)iE[o,r_l] in K 
such that 
r-l 
WCS -1, O,J = C miOi,l,* 
i=O 
Then according to Proposition 3.4, we can write for every k S - 1, 
=i’ S(mi)UjJ+ri* mi(s(o ,k)+ui,k-_l) 
i=O i=O 
= i’ S(mi)oi,k + ‘il mimi+l.k 
i=O i=O 
f-l r-l 
= C S(mi)oi,k+ C mi-#i,k + W-+h.k- 
i=O i= 1 
But, it follows from relation (1) that we have for every k s -1, 
“s+l,k = i’ 8( mi)*li,k + ‘i’ mi_loi,k 
i=O i = 1 
- W-1( l$ kiwi-k) 
zrf’ (S(mi)+mi_l-m,-,ki)o,k 
i=O 
if we define m_1 = 0. These relations mean exactly that the vector H,,, belongs to 
the K-vector space generated by the vectors (Hi)icto,r-lj l Thus, it ends our induction. 
Hence we proved that 
VeCt(Hi, i E N) = VA!t(Hi, i E [0, r- 11). 
In other words, the K-vector space generated by the column vectors of II is c f 
finite dimension. This is simply another formulation of the fact that the matrix H 
has a rinite rank. Thus, our theorem is proved. Cl 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 3.9, the part that needed Theorem 3.7 is the 
difficult part. 
4.1. Skew polynomials 
be a field and let a be an automorphism of K. Then, we can define the 
[X, o-1 of the skew polynomials as the set of polynomials in one variable 
over K with the product given by the relation 
X.k = a( k).X (1) 
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To define the ring K[ X, u], it is not necessary to suppose that the K-morphism CT 
is a bijection. However, if no conditions were imposed on a, we would rapidly see 
that we can not do a lot of things. For instance, suppose that we want to define the 
skew quotient field of K [X, 01: at first, we must require 0 to be injective in order 
that K[X, a] is an integral domain; secondly, CT must be surjective if we want the 
Ore conditions to be satisfied. 
Example 4.1. It follows by an immediate induction that we have 
VkE K,VndV, X”.k=o”(k).X”. (2) 
This formula permits us to compute the product of any pair of skew polynomials. 
Exactly as for the differential polynomials, every element P of K[X, a] has two 
different representations according as the coefficients of P are written on the left 
or on the right: 
P= ii0 kiX’ = i Xiii. 
i=O 
The notion of leading coefficient of P does not exist now. However, since- c is 
injective, it is possible to speak of thr degree cf I! We can also notice that the Ore 
conditions are satisfied by 9 since c is bijective (see [ 141). Hence, we can speak 
of the skew quotient field Q = K(X, a) of K[X, a]. Every element F of Q admits 
two representations as a left or a right quotient of elements from 9: 
F=AB-‘=C-‘D where A, B, C, DE K[X,a]. 
We shall speak of an element of Q as of a skew rational fraction. 
4.2. Skew Laurent series 
We are now going to embed the skew field Q into a skew field of formal series. 
At first, let us define L = K[[X, X-‘, a]]: it is the K-vector space of the formal 
Lauren: series over K which can be written under the form 
We can 
product 
A = y k,X’ with ill E Z. (3? 
i=d 
equip the K-vector space L with a K-algebra structure if we extend the 
defined by (1) in the or.!y possible way: 
Vk E K, X-’ I- = a-‘(k).X-’ (4) 
where o--l is the inverse of u which exists since u was supposed to be a bijection. 
An element of L has two representations according as the coefficients are written 
on the left (as in (3)) or on the right: they are both unique since CT is bijective. The 
bijectivity of a allows us also to speak of the “degree” d of an element of L which 
is naturally defined. Observe finally that the relations (2) can be obviously generalized 
to n E 2. Thus, they permit us to compute the product of every Lar rent series in 
6, = K[-X, X-.l, a]]. 
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osition 4.2. Let K be a field and let u be an automorphism of K. Then the ring 
L = K [ [ X, X-‘, a]] is a skewjeld, called skewJeld of the skew formal Laurent series. 
Proof. It suffices to show that every element different from 0 has a left and a right 
inverse. Since the proofs a ~2 symmetrical, we shall show here only the existence of 
a left inverse for every element in L. Thus, let us consider an element A in L- (0) 
of degree d E H: 
A = +f liXi with ld # 0. 
i=d 
Let us now prove that A has a left inverse for the product in L. At first, let US write 
A =(x I.,,X’)X’ ‘@Xd with p =g li+dX’. 
We can clearly limit this to showing that p has a left inverse. Thus, we can suppose 
now that the degree of A is 0. Therefore, since the inverse of such a A is necessarily 
of degree 0, we can limit this to showing that the equation 
(’ > rXiXi A=1 e i=O (*) 
has a solution. But, (8) is obviously equivalent o the following infinite triangular 
linear system: 
k-l 
(9) Vk E [O, +a], x&Cr”(lO) + C XiU’(!k_i) = Sk0 
i=O 
But, since G is bijective and since lo # 0 by our hypothesis, ak( lo) # 0 for every k E N. 
Then, it is obvious to see that the triangular linear system (5) has a unique solution. 
Thus, it follows that every element of L has really a left inverse. Therefore, this 
ends our proof. 0 
The Laurent series of L that have a positive degree form a sub-K-algebra of L 
that will be called the algebra of skew formal series. It will be denoted by K[[X, (r]]. 
Since K[[X, X--l, o]] is a skew field, we have the following inclusions: 
K[X, o]c K(X, a)~ K[[X, X-‘, c-r]]. 
Thus, it seems natural to study whether we can characterize the Laurent series of 
K[[X, X-‘, o]] which are rational, i.e. which belongs to Q = K(X, o) 
4.3. Skew Hankel deaerminacts 
This sub-section is devoted to the introduction of a “good” ankel determinant 
notion in order to characterize the series of L which are in Q. 
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Definition 4.3. Let P be a skew formal series in K[[ X, o]]: 
PC y aiXi. 
i=l 
We associate with P the sequence (H”‘) k k,r& of its skew Hankel determinants, defined 
ak (T(ak+l) l ’ ’ ur(ak+r) 
H’,‘)= ak.+l da,+,) l l l ur(af+r+,) . 
. . . . . . 
ak+r (1(ak+r+l) l ’ u*(ak+Zr) 
For c = Id, we obtain again the usual notion of Hankel determinant. 
Definition 4.4. Let us consider S in K [ [ X, X-l, CT J]. If we suppose that 
the (ai)ieN- are 0, we can write S as follows: 
S= y aiXi. 
i=-00 
almost all 
Then, we shall call the following formal skew series the positiue part of S 
P= y aiXi E K[[X, O]]. 
i=O 
Note that every series in K[[X, X-‘, o]] is the sum of its positive part and of a 
polynomial in X-l. 
We can now give a first elementary characterization of the “rational” series of 
KC[X, X-‘9 ill* 
Proposition 4.5. Let K be a field, let u be an automovphism of K, let S be a skew 
Laurent series of K [[X, X-‘, a]] and let P be its positive part: 
p-1 y aiXie 
i=O 
Then, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(9 SE WC 0, 
(ii) PE K(X, a), 
(iii) 3r, 1~0~ N, 3(p,)ieIo9,]E K -{(O, . . . 9 0)) such that 
Vk 2 kO, i pia”(ak+i) =O. 
i=O 
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roof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is obvious. Thus, w only prove 
the equivalence between (ii) and (iii). At first, let P be in K[ written as 
above. Then, P belongs to K (X, TV) is there exist; a polynomial X 4 - {o) 
such that PA E K[X, a]. In other words, P is in K (X, o) iff there exist some 
constants (li)ittO,r] in K that are not all equal to 0 such that 
= lr_ia”(ak-i) E K[X, U] 
where ai = 0 when this element is not defined. Equivalently, this relation means that 
there exists k, E R-4 such that the coefficient of PA of crrder k + r is equal to 0 when 
k 2 k,: 
r 
Vkzk 0, Cl ‘Uk+‘(Uk+r-i) = i liUk+r(Uk+i) = 0. r--I (*) 
i=O i=O 
Since C’ is bijective, we can define for every i E [G, r], 
pi = U-‘( li) C3 li = Ur( pi). 
The bijectivity of ur implies also that the (Pi)osisr are not all equal to 0. Hence, it 
follows from the condition (*) that there exists k. such that 
Vk 2 ko, ~ Ur( pi)Uli+r (ak+i)=O @ Wka ko, i piuk(ak+i)=O 
i=O i=O 
since ur is bijective. Hence, this ends the proof of our proposition. Cl 
.6. Let K be a jield, let u be an automorphism of K, let P be a skew formal 
series in K [[X, u]] and let (H(kr))k,r& be the skew Hankel determinants associated 
with P. Then, we have 
PE K(X,u) 3 3r, k,EN,Vk>ko, H;)=O. 
Indeed, condition (iii) of Proposition 4.5 said exactly that there exist I and 
such that the row vectors of the following determinant are linearly dependent 
for k a ko: 
@? u'(ak+l) h = . 
uktl(ak+2) ’ ’ l uk+'(ak+r+l) = uk(H;)) 
. . . . . . . . e 
I uk(ak+,) uk”(ak+r+l) l ’ ’ uk+‘(ak+zr) 1 
ut, since t ection uk of the skew 
eterminant of the s (kr’ is equal to 0. Thus, o 
follows. 0 
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The denotation D(kr) will always refer in the sequel to the previous determinant. 
4.4. Characterization of the skew rational series 
In order to prove the converse of Corollary 4.6, we will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.7. Let K be a field, let cr be an automorphism of K, let P E K [[X, CT]] and 
let ( Hy))k,rEN be the skew Hankel determinants associated with P. TCren, we have 
Proof. It is simply the Hadamard lemma (see [2] or [6]) applied to the skew Hankel 
determinant of order (k, r). Cl 
Lemma 4.8. Let K be a Jield, let CT be an automorphism of K, let P be a formal series 
in K[[X, o-]] ard let (H(kr’)k,rcN be the skew Hankel determinants associated to P. 
Then, if there exist two integers k0 and r such that H(kr’ = 0 and Hy-” # 0 for every 
k 2 k,, the skew fiirmal series P belongs to Q = K (X, a). 
Proof. It suffices to adapt the proof given in 163 in the usual case. Let us consider 
the determinants (I)“‘) k r,kEN that were introduced in Corollary 4.6. Then, the above 
condition can be rephrased as 
Vk 2 k,, Dr-‘)# 0 and Dy’=O. (*) 
Let us consider now the following linear system: 
r-l 
(3Y) VIE [k,, k,+ r - 11, 1 x~o’(s~+~) = -u’(s~+,). 
i=o 
By hypothesis, this system is a Cramer system. Therefore, it admits a unique solution 
(PO, . . . , p,+). Since D(km) = 0, this solution is compatible with the equation 
r-l 
(8) c xjur+ko(s&o+r+i) = -u'+k"(Sk,,+2r)* 
i=O 
Using (*) at every rank > ko, it follows by an easy induction that the solution of 
(%Z’) is compatible with the equations 
r-l 
Vk 3 k,+ r, C XiVk(S&+i) = -(Tk(S&+,). 
i=o 
Thus we can conclude by ar, immediate application of Proposition 4.5 that P is in 
K(X,g). Cl 
We can now give the Hankel characterization theorem of the skew series from 
K[[X,cr]] which arr !n K(X,O). 
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Let K be ajield, let o be an automorphism of K, let P be a skew Laurent 
series qf K [[X5 X -‘, o]], let P be its positive part and let (l~I(kr’)+~ be the sequence 
of the skew Hankel determinants associated with P. ‘711en the following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(i) SE K(X, uj, 
(ii) PE K(X,u), 
(iii) 3rEtW, 3k,EN, Wk> kO, HF’=O. 
roof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is obvious and the proof of (ii) a (iii) 
was given in Corollary 4.6. Thus it suffices to show that (iii) implies (ii) for instance. 
To prove this, we can argue as in [6] or [ 121, using Lemma 4.7, the bijectivity of u 
and Lemma 4.8 in order to conclude our theorem. q 
We obtain two immediate consequences of our characterization which are “Fatou 
properties” similar to these obtained in [ 121 for the formal differential operators. 
Corollary 4.30. Let K be a Jeld equipped with an automorphism crand let L be a 
subjeld of K ;,-r’;~~!z ;S ~z~stab!e. Then, we have 
L[[X,o]]nK(X,u)=L(X,u). 
roof. By Theorem 4.9, every series S in L[[ X, u]] n K (X, a) has a sequence of 
skew Hankel determinants which are 0 when their orders are great enough. Since 
the entries of these determinants are in L, it follows from Theorem 4.9 applied in 
N X, u]] that SE L( X, u). The other inclusion is obvious. 17 
.11. Let K be a field equipped with an automorphism u and let L be a 
.4$eld of K which is u-stable. Then, we have 
L(X,u)nK[X,u]=L[X,u]. 
Bf suffices to apply Corollary 4.10 that allows us to write 
L(X 4 n KiX 01 = ( (X, a) n L[[X, u]])n KiX, 01 
=L[[X,u]]nK[X,u]=L[X,u]. 
Therefore this ends our proof. 0 
4.5. Skew nkel matrix 
matrix. 
is section by an easy rephrasing of Theorem .9 using a skew ankel 
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skew Hankel rnhtrix 
[[X, o]], denoted as in Definition .4. Then we call 
associated with P the infinite matrix N in ax&K) defined by: 
k, r>O, l& = o-r(ak+r). 
In other words, H is the infinite matrix constructed on the same atruceure that the 
modified skew Hankel determinants: 
a0 u(a,) l l l d(Q,) l ** 
a, o(a,) l l l ~‘(a,,,) 9 9 l 
Hz f i . . . . 
ak a(ak+,) l l 9 ur(ak+,) . l 9 
. . . . . . . . . 
Before giving a new version of Theorem 4.9, let us prove the &Slowing lemma 
which gives also a new characterization of the rational skew series. 
Lemma 4.13. L,ea K be a jield, let a be an automorphism of K and let P be a series 
in K [[ X, CT]] denoted as in Dejinition 4.4. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) p E K (x, 4, 
(ii) %-, koEN, 3(pi)i,[o,.l~ K -{(O,. . . ,0)} such that 
Wk a ko, i piU’( Qk+i)=o. 
i=G 
Proof. The implication (ii) a (i) follows from the fact that (ii) simply means that 
the columns of the skew Hankei determinant of order (k, r) are linearly dependent. 
We conclude then to (i) by Theorem 4.9. Conversely proving (i) a (ii) is also very 
simple. If P E K (X, u), the proof of Theorem 4.9 coming from [6] shows the existence 
of k. and of r such that 
Vk 3 k,, H’,‘-I’#0 and Hy’=O l 
Thus we conclude to (ii) by an argument similar to the one used in Lemma 4.8, 
arguing now with skew Hankel determinants. Cl 
We can now give the new version of Theorem 4.9. 
WC x-t a]], let P be its positive part and let W be the 
skew Hankel matrix associated with P. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
SE K(7.u) @ PE 
It is based on the same principle as the proof of Theore 
.9, the only non-i mediate step consists in proving that 
SEK(X,U) a rg(H)<+a. 
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Lemma 4.13 and the bijectivity of a permit us to 
W generate a finite dimensional K-vector space. 
follows by arguing similarly to Theorem 3.9. 0 
5. alcev series 
5.1. Introduction 
show that the column vectors of 
Therefore the previous assertion 
Let K be a field and G a group. Hence, we can consider the K-vector space 
K[[G]] of the formal series over G with coefficients in K. A series S in K[[G]] is 
just a mapping from G into K represented by 
S = ,z@ S& (I) 
The support of the series S is then the set Supp(S) = {g E G, Sg # 0). We can define 
the product ST of two series S and T whose supports are finite by 
(2) 
since expression (2) now makes sense. But it is not possible to equip K[[G]] with 
a K-algebra structure without any conditions on G. Indeed, if g E G is without 
torsion for instance, we can not define the following product naturally: 
since there would be infinite terms accumulations on each component. We are now 
going to see that under certain hypotheses, it is possible to construct an algebra-and 
even a skew field-of formal series over a group. To do this, we must consider a 
group G fully ordered by an order s which is compatible with the group structure, 
i.e. such that 
Vf,g,hEG, fd * fg zs hg, 
8fe2- 
xam . (1) The free group can be equipped with a total order (see [ 161). 
(2) equipped with the lexicographic order is fully ordered. 
(3) The direct product of fully ordered groups equipped with the lexicographic 
order is still a fully ordered group (see [ 161). 
(4) No finite group can be fully ordered since a fully ordered group is necessarily 
torsion free. 
Let us recall that a part P of G is weN ordered iff every non-empty subset of P 
admits a smallest element for the order of G. Then, we can define the set denoted 
blE[GlI oft lcev series: it is t e §et of the series in [[G]] whose suppofis 
are well ordered. 
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mma 5.2. Let G be a fully ordered group and let X, Y be two well ordered parts of 
G. 73en, we have 
(i) XY = { xy, x E X, y E Y} is well ordered. 
(ii) For every g E G, {(x, y) E X x Y, xy = g} is jhite. 
Proof. The reader may refer to [15]. 0 
We can equip KJ[G]] with a K-algebra structure by defining the product of 
two Malcev series S and T as in (2). It is possible since the assertion (ii) of Lemma 
5.2 ensures that (2) defines really a series in K[[ G]] when the supports of S and 
T are well ordered. Then, since we have 
SUPP@ Tl= Supp(S).supp( T), 
part (i) of Lemma 5.2 ensures that S. T so defined is in KM [ [ G]]. Thus we defined 
a K-algebra of formal series on a fu!;y ordered group. The remarkable result is that 
this algebra is a skew field. 
Theorem 5.3 (Malcev-Neumann [13- 151). Let K be afield and let G be a fully ordered 
group. 7hen, KM [[ G]] is a skew Jield. 
The Malcev (or Malcev-Neumann) series were introduced independently by 
Malcev and Neumann (see [ 133 and [ 151) in order to embed ordered groups into 
skew fields. ‘They give a very general model which takes account of several kinds 
of formal series. 
We shall now state precisely what kinds of series can play the role of the rational 
series in KM [[ G]]. First, let us denote by K[ G] the group algebra of G over K 
(see 1171 or [ 16]), i.e. the set of the series in K[[G]] whose supports are finite and 
which are all Malcev series. Then, we can define the star of every Malcev series 
whose support is in G$ = {g E G, g > lc;} by 
VSEK,[[G]]~K[[G;]], S*=(l-S)-‘= y S” 
n=O 
where the infinite sum is taken in the sense of the natural ultra-metric topology that 
exists on KM [[ G]] (see [ 151). This being done, we can define the set K Kat( 6) of 
the rational series: it is the smallest K-sub-algebra of KM[ [ G]] 
and stable by the star when it is defined. Since KM [[ G]] is h s 
also consider the smallest skew sub-field K(G) of K,[[ G] 
Then we have the inclusions 
JWlc KU% KwWlI~ 
Let G be a fully ordered group. en, we have 
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Proof. Indeed, K(G) which is a skew field is obviously closed by the rational 
operations. Tl.us, since it contains K[ G], we have K Rat( G) c K(G). Conversely, 
K Rat( G) is a skew field; indeed, if S is a series in K Rat( G) - {0}, the support of 
S has a smallest element g E G since S is a Malcev series. Thus, it is easy to write 
S under the form 
S=k.g(!-T) with kEK-{O},TEK[[G*+]]. 
Since T = 1 - k-‘.g-‘S, it is clear that T is a rational series. Thus, we have 
S -I = T*.g-‘.k-’ E K Rat( G). 
Hence, we have proved that KRat( G) is a skew field. Since K[ G] c KRat( G), it 
follows immediately that K(G) c K Rat( G). Thus, the converse inclusion is shown. 
This ends our proof. Cl 
Therefore, we can again try to give Hankel characterizations of the Malcev series 
which are in K(G), i.e. which are rational. More precisely, we want to study if it 
is possible to define a good notion of Hankel matrix H associated with a Malcev 
series S E KM [[ G]] in order that a result of the following form would hold: 
(Z’kl) rg(H)<+a a &K(G). 
Let us end this introduction by some examples of Malcev series. 
Example 5.5. (1) Let G = h equipped with the usual order. Then, we have 
KMK~II = y kiX’,kiCK,dEZ l 
i=d 
Thus, we obtain the usual Laurent series in one variable over K. If we took the 
opposite order on H, we would obtain the Laurent series in X-’ over K. 
(2) Let us consider G = Z x Z equipped with the usual lexicographic order. Then, 
we have 
+an +oo 
K,IP x El1 = C C k,jX’Y’,ki,jEK,d,diEE 
i=d j=d, 
Thus, we obtain a skew field of Laurent series in two variables. 
5.2. A first negative result 
A first natural idea for defining a Hankel matrix consists to use the same method 
as that in Section 2. Thus, let us define for every Malcev series S the infinite matrix 
E &x&K): 
(~Wb,h~G, &r,=S+ . 
Unfortunately, there is no ho e of obtaining a ankel result with such a matrix. 
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.6. Let S be in K,,,, [[G]] Lznd let H be the injinite matrix associated with 
S by (%‘kl,). Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
rg(H)-=+m a rg(H)=O a S=O. 
Proof. It is clear that it suffices to prove the implication 
rg(H)=r<+oo + S=O. 
We shall suppose that r a 1 since the proof is finished if r = 0. First, let us notice 
that the proofs concerning the relations between the rank of the Hankel matrix and 
the rank of a formal series of K((A*)) given in [l] can be easily extended to Malcev 
series. These proofs permit us to show that we have the relation 
r;(H) = rg(g-‘S, g E G). 
Thus we deduce from (1) the existence of elements 
(1) 
(gi),, l,r E G’ such that 
VRE G V’ki)i=l,,r K”, g-IS= 2 kigf*S. 
i=l 
Hence, there exis., r fa.mily (ki)i = l,r in K ’ for every g in G such that 
lG_ i kiggi’ S=O. 
i=l > 
(*) 
Then, let us choose g < g, ). . . , gr. This is possible since the group G is fully ordered, 
thus infinite. Hence, the identity (*) implies that S = 0 since the polynomial which 
occurs in it is not 0. Therefore, this ends our proof. Cl 
The previous result is not surprising. Indeed, when we understood that the rank 
of H was just the rank of the residuals of S for G (see (l)), it is clear that this rank 
is necessarily infinite in 6tiA._. mpmpral since a Malcev series distinct from 0 has an infinite 
number of independent residuals. 
5.3. A second negative result 
The second attempt is also natural when we undeistood why the first one failed. 
It consists of trying to reduce the number of residuals which will appear in the rank 
of the candidate to the Hankel matrix. Let us denote the positive cone of G by 
G+= [lG, +[. Let us consider now a Malcev series S. Since the support of S is well 
ordered, there exists g in G such that 
S = Spg + C S,h where Sg # 0. 
h’g 
Then, we can consider the series 
T=g-‘S=S,l,+ 1 ?S,,h E K[[G+]]. 
h>l 
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It is clear that S is in K(G) if and only it T is in K (6). Thus, it follows that in 
order to characterize the rational series in Klcl [[ G]], we can limit ourselves to 
studying the Malcev series whose supports are in G+. Then, let S E KM [[ G’]] be 
such a Malcev series. We associate with S the infinite matrix H+ E .I&+~~+( K) 
which is defined by 
(Xkr,) Vg, h E G+, M;,,, = Sgh. 
Then, let us consider the following morphism of K-vector space: 
x+ 1 KM WI1 + Kw+lI 
CsRg-) CS& 
REG g2.1 
which associates with every Malcev series S its “positive part”. The proofs of [l] 
corresponding to the similar relation for the rank of the Hankel matrix in K((A*)) 
ezn be easily adapted in order to obtain the relation 
&H+(S))= rg(x+k-'S),gE G'). (1) 
Let us now study the possibility of obtaining Hankel-like results. Proposition 5.9 
that follows will characterize the Malcev series on G+ whose associated matrix H’ 
has a finite rank. 
emma 5.7. Let S be a Malcev series in K [ [ G’]] and let H+(S) be the in$nite matrix 
associated with S by ( %‘k12). For every element g E G in the support of S, let us denote 
I = n Ch, 81. 
I~csupp(s)u{l} 
Ish<g 
men, if the set 1 is infinite, the rank of the matrix H+(S) is also infmite. 
roof. Let g E G be an element of the support of the Malcev series S. Then, we have 
S= ,Fg SJ+ C SJ with Sg # 0. 
12g 
Let us suppose now that I is infinite. Thus, there exists a sequence (g&+, of distinct 
elements of G” in I. It follows clearly that we have 
V’i E N, X+(g;‘S) = 1 s,g;‘l= sj. 
1=-g 
But, since the valuations of the series (Si)iEN are all different, it is clear that the 
family (Si)achl is linearly independent. This implies immediately that 
rg( H+(S)) = rg(x’( C’S), u E G+) = +a~. 
Therefore, it ends the proof of our lemma. c3 
For every g in the support of S, let us denote Lg = {h E Supp( S) u { lG}, h < g}. 
Since Sq+v(S) is well ordered, only two situations can appear; either Lg has a 
maximu h and t = [h, g] or L, admits g as supremum. 
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Let G be a group which has a minimal element 
for every element gE G’ such that [I, g] is jinite, we have 
3nEN, g=o”. 
133 
> 1 G denoted cy. Then, 
Proof* Let US consider the set Z = {i E N, ai G g}. It is not empty, since 0 E I. Moreover, 
1 is finite; indeed, if it were not the case, [ lG, g] would be infinite since then 
{ai, i E Z) c [ 1G, g]. Thus, we can consider n = max(Z). Then, we have 
c&! “sg and g<ly”+’ C2 I,dC”gca. 
The minimality of ey in Gz implies that 
a-“g=lG e g=CYn. 
Therefore, this ends the proof of the lemma. 0 
We can now give our main result of characterization of the Malcev series in 
K[[ G’]] which have an associated matrix H’(S) of finite rank. 
Proposition 59. Let S be a Malcev series in KM [ [ G’]] and let H+(S) be the matrix 
associated with S by the relation (Zkl,). Then, we have: 
(i) Zf G has not a minimal element > 1 G, we have 
rg(H’(S))<+m @ rg(H+(S))sl H 3kE K, S=k&; 
(ii) Zf G has a minimal element > le denoted cy, we have 
rg( H+(S)) < +oo @ S z +f Siai with +f SiXi E K(X). 
i=O i=O 
Proof. Let us suppose that (I) is satisfied and let us consider S E K&[ G’]] such 
that the rank of the matrix H’(S) is finite. Since the support of S is well ordered, 
there exists g in G” such that 
S = S,g + C S,,h with Sg # 0. 
h>g 
If g \j;‘as different from 1 G, there would exist an infinite sequence (gi)iEN Of distinct 
elements of G in [ 1 G, g] since G has no rrinimal element > 1 G. Lemma 5.7 shows 
that the rank of H+(S) is then infinite. This contradiction implies that g = f G- Let 
us suppose now that S is not of the form k.1 G. Since S is a Malcev series, there 
will exist g > lG such that 
S= k.l,+S,g+ C S,,h with S,#O. 
h ==g 
Again, there exists a sequence of distinct elements (gi)icN of G 111 [IG, gI. Thus, 
[ lG, g] is infinite. It follows again from Lemma 5.7 that the rank of the matrix 
H+(S) is infinite. This contradiction shows that S = k.lG. Conversely, if S has this 
form, it is clear that 
rg(x’(g-‘9, g E G+) = rg(W). 
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Thus, it follows that the rank of the matrix H+(S) is 0 or 1 according as S is 0 or 
not. Thus, this ends the study of the case (i). 
Let us now consider case (ii). Let S be a Malcev series whose associated matrix 
H+(S) has a finite rank. First, let us suppose that the support of S is infinite. Since 
it is well ordered, we can write 
S=xSigi+F withVi>I,Si#O and g,< l ** <g,c l *. (*) 
where FE K,[[G]] h as a support whose elements are all >gi. For every i E N”, 
[gi, gi+,] is finite since if it was not the case, Lemma 5.7 would easily imply that 
the rank of the matrix H’(S) is infinite. Let us denote then Vdi E N, hi = g,‘gi. 
Therefore, the interval 
[I,, hkl = g;l=i, I&-l 9 Sil is2 
is finite for c;very k E N*. Thus, it follows from Lemma 5.8 that 
Vk E N”, 3nkdU, hk=cO. 
Let us suppose now that F f 0. Thus, since S is a Malcev series, we shall have 
F = &f + z S,,h 
h==S 
with g,a “h c f for every k E N*. Since the family (n k CIcN* is infinite, this imtblies that ) 
g,ai <f for every i in N. Thus, we have 
vi&N, g,a’+j <f a Vi&N, g,&<a-Jj: 
It follows immediately that 
W%jEN)~ n kdfl- 
ic-N* 
Then Lemma 5.7 permits us to conclude that the rank of H’(S) is infinite, which 
is not true. Thus, F = 0. Let us show now that g, is also of the form cy i. Indeed, if 
it was not the case, the interval [ lG, g,] would be infinite according to Lemma 5.8. 
Then, Lemma 5.7 implies that the rank of H+(S) is infinite. This contradiction 
proves our claim. Thus, we showed that S has the following form: 
S = i: SiLy”‘. 
In this case, it is clear that 
rg( H+( S)) = rg(x+(g-'S), g c G’) = rg(x+( C’S), i E N) < +m. 
This means exactly that the formal series of K[[X]] deduced from S has a usual 
ankel matrix of finite rank (cf. Section 2), i.e. that 
y SiXn’ E K(X). 
i=I 
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This ends the proof of the first implication of (ii). According to what precedes, the 
second implication is obvious. This ends therefore our proof. 0 
The following disappointing result follows from the previous proposition. 
Corollary 5.10. For every Malcev series S E K,,,, [[ G’]], let us denote by H+(S) the 
matrix associated to S by (Xkl,). Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) VSE K,,,[[G’]], SE K(G) H rg(H+(S))<+oo; 
(ii) G = B, equipped with the natural order. 
Proof. If (i) is true, then Gz h _-as a minimal element cy according to Proposition 
5.9. Then, if G was not archimedian, there would exist e, g > lG such that 
VnEN, lGQen:g. 
We can suppose that e = cy. Hence Proposition 5.9 implies that the series 
s+;g.n” =g.(l-c$‘EK(G)~K[[G+]] 
= 
has a matrix H’(S) of infinite rank. Thus G must be archimedian and G must also 
have a minimal element > 1 G. Since the only archimedian groups are the subgroups 
of R (see [2] or [IO]), it fo!lows easily that G is isomorphic to Z. Cl 
The failure of this second approach comes obviously from the two important 
number of residuals allowed by our definition. 
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